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☜A massive upsurge in the demand for IT training☝
There seems to be growing evidence that IT training is
currently experiencing something of a boom again. 1988
was the last boom year for IT training - indeed headlines
then talked of "looming IT ski/I shortages☝. But recession
soon started to bite and our records show fourconsecutive
years when spend on IT training in the UK -- -- -
showed an actual decrease. SeVeral IT
training companies hit difficulties. In 1993 the
first modest increase of 7% was recorded
and we are now forecasting an above
average 13% growth in IT training for 1994.
But there have been substantial changes
in the dynamics of this market. As
Nick Dean, Director of

 

Training at Hoskyns,
explained the swing away
from the central mainframe
to the desktop PC has
changed demand
dramatically. Bookings for
COBOL and mainframe
development courses have
dropped like a stone to be replaced by high demand for
courses in C++, Oracle, Novell and UNIX.
But perhaps the greatest change has been the major
increase in demand for desktop user training in everything
from MS Word to Windows and networking support skills.
☂I☂he latest IDC IT Trends report identified thraining as
the opportunity area. ☜In the past it has been the IT staff
who have needed the training. Now, asmore and more
computers are being more widely used by all employees
throughout an organisation, it is non-ITliterate users who
are increasingly requiring training☝ . Companies with a
multitude of PC users now recognise that they face a major
problem. In the past they have been content to leave users
to their own devices with the consequence that only a
minute fraction of available features are utilised as well as
facing the problems of a lack of standardisation on either
the make or version of the packages used. As companies
move to outsource desktop services, in much the same
way as they embraced operational FM, so the demand for
desktop training has escalated.
As the UK continues its recovery, there is a growing demand
for new systems and associated new technology skills. The
effects of the previous cut backs in IT training and new
graduate recruitment, has led to a new bout of skills
shortage headlines. That☂s why experienced operators like
Dean at Hoskyns now talk of I'a massive upsurge in the

demandfor IT training☝and David Holden reports "genuine

growth this year☝ at ICL☂s training operation Peritas.
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In boom times, lT training can be highly profitable. A high
utilisation level measured by bums on seats can produce
considerable rewards. The Training Centre achieved a 28%
profit margin in 1993, QATraining achieved a20% margin.
In the boom times, Hoskyns training activities were

described as ☜the jewel in the crown☝for its

profit contribution.
IT training, particularly on the desktop, has
been one of the most fragmented markets
around. The IDC report "revealed thalit has
been the smaller training suppliers who have

spent more time with potential
. customers, getting to know their

:oétx» specific difficulties and
. requiremenls and tailoring

offerings according/y, who
have been the most
successful over the past
few years". Indeed, it
seemed that every PC
dealer offered training as

well. Now, just like in the
IT contract staff arena, players are "jockeying forposition"
- with several companies aiming to become significant
players by acquisition.
But the outlook is not all positive. At its lowest level, desktop
training is becoming a commodity item - just like the
software products involved. If a typical one day MS WORD
course will cost each attendee £150, there have been many
adverts recently at half that rate. That is clearly uneconomic
and will surely fuel the move to more interactive computer
based training in the future. This trend is being exploited
by such companies as CRT (p2) and Peritas.

Changes in the market, forecasts of increased demand and

a realisation of the substantial profit rewards which can be
achieved has fuelled acquisition activity. In the last month
alone, there have been at least three IT training companies

Jul-94 PEP

acquired - see p7 for further details.

it

curred OATrainin

a lll'rad Commer A lied Technolo

mmauired Class

Other major deals in the last year include Admiral acquiring
The Training Centre for £1 .25m to add to their success in
winning a £2m p.a. training outsourcing deal from Barclays
Bank and SHL Systemhouse with a trio of IT training
purchases.
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We included CRT
Group in our CSI Index
at the start of 1994

because of their
growing computing
services activities.
CRT is involved in IT
training (via Pitman

and LINK), IT contract staff (which includes Software

Personnel acquired in Feb. 90 and Couva acquired in

Dec. 93). recruitment and CRT Multimedia.

This month CRT has announced:

- the purchase of lT contract staff and recruitment

operation, Systems Resources, for £6.35m. SR made

PBT of £65K (down from £175K in 1992) on revenues of
£1 3.3m in the year to 30th Sept. 93. £236K of expenditure
relates to certain of the vendors of SR "which will not
reoccur following the acquisition☝. SR claims over 600
contractors currently on contract.
o a 2-tor♥9 rights issue at 85p raising £9.5m. The proceeds
will be used to fund the acquisition with the balance used
for expansion at CRT Multimedia and Pitman training.
- results for the year to 30th Apr. 94. These showed
revenues static at £47m and PBT down 84% at £532K.
However, if the losses associated with the closure of
Doctus Consulting and of repositioning Pitman Training
are stripped out, revenues from continuing operation
increased by 22% to £43m, operating profits advanced
by 26% to £6.2m and PBT was up 26% at £4.9m.
CRT reports "a significant increase in sales both from the
recruitment and training operations☝ since the year end
but operating profit is "as budgeted less than for the
comparable period last year reflecting increased
investment☝.
CRT ended the month down 15% at 89p.

[Microvitec'COmes right»....a☁t tasty. I .V * . ' W
We have spent much of thelast four years. w gthef☁
most horrendous reviews of atrocious performa ' ' '
brought on by'lmanagement blundersandj Ms☁efi
expectations fuelled by 'sofcalled experts at brokers Who '1
should know better. In March 94vwe speculated that
Mlcrovltec was "coming'right...☁a☂t last☝. The interimsitog
30th June 94 indicate that we too were right.3.atla_st.
Revenues Were up 16.5% at £20.9m. Indeed even I g
from continuing operations were up_30%. PBT?st up"
97% at £1.12m and EPS advanced 59%;. ☜This reflectsa.
general increase in worldvyide demand {crowPfdddcts.
and a con rmation that our management andastatf hat/e '
completed many of the changes that Were neceSsatyfar
Microvitec to change its pro le☜. v ' I.
The Display Systems Division performed particularly well
but it is Microvitec's SCSI activities which will most interest
readers. Networking grew by 17% and Siloorn .FachieVed
a significant penetration of the token ring transceiver
market☝. Software Systems. with help from the acquisition
of Project Assyst in Apr. 94, grew by 14%. Jumping'on
1 994's multimedia bandwagon, several new products have
been launched, ' I V
"With an expanding economy☝ Microvitec sees no reaSOn
why "progress will not continue throughout the second I
hall☝. '
After years and years and years reporting a Microvitec
share price of around 32p. the price has jumped to 42p
over the last few months, J
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☜The people they are a changin....☝
The average length of stay for the UK CEO of a US IT
company seems to us to be getting shorter and shorter

and shorter.

Following the promotion a few months ago of IBM UK CEO,

Nick Temple, to head up IBM☁s finance operations
throughout Europe, this month Chris Conway, MD DEC
UK, has also been moved to head☂up DEC☁s large
corporate accounts activities in Europe. Ex-lBMer, Conway,
who displaced Geoff Shingles, had only been with DEC

UK for a year. No replacement yet.

Abram Azagury, MD of Computer Associates UK, has

been promoted to head CA in the Asia Pacific region. You
may remember that Azagury came Sth in our rankings of
highest paid directors with remuneration of £257,598 in
1993. The UK MD slot is now taken by Finance Director,

Denise Carr - making herthe top ranking woman in the UK
industry(?). We understand from CA that .UK revenues in
the year to 31st Mar. 94 were (on a comparable basis) up

just 3% at £73m although profits increased 66% to £11.8m.
Rather less than the 17% increase recorded by CA

worldwide.

Alistair Crawford has taken over asPresident of CSC UK

replacing Richard Dicketts who is taking on a pan-
European role.

Peter Teague had been CEO at AT&T Istel for only 20
months. He has now been promoted to be CFO at AT&T
UK - his post has been taken by ex-DEC Per Olof Loot.
Frank lveson, MD at recent CSA recruit Lotus

Developments UK, has departed. "Sources said the
operation☂s poor 2nd quarter results contributed to wards

the departure". Source - MicroScope 3rd Aug, 94.

Staff at BULL UK services division were disappointed to

learn that their popular CEO David Thorpe had left to
become MD of EDS UK☂s public sector business.
Last month LBMS organised a rights issue at 70p. Given
that the share price rose to over 90p, it was not surprising
that the offer was so well received that the US consortium

led by Bessamer Ventures ended up with only a 10.2%

stake. This month founders Roger Leannonth and Rainer
Burchett, via their family trusts, have sold shares enabling
Bessemerto increase its holding to 19.4%. In the spirit of

this Goodbye to People column, readers should note that
' i the circular stated ☜the disposal oithese shares is indicative

of a liker reduction in the operational responsibilities of
the founders".

Tony Lambie has joined Rupert Bayfield in relinquishing
their executive roles at Computer People as the Roger
Graham inspired renaissance continues.

Andfinally...Many have kindly laughed at my oft-repeated

joke that the reason I won☂t take a permanent job is that I
couldn't put up with the insecurity. Not very funny anymore

really...

Task Force prospers
System House☝ subscribers include a clean sweep of
the major IT staff agencies. We are sure theywill be
interested that Task Force Group filed accounts this
month for the yearto 31st Dec. 93 showing revenues up
a massive 50% at £10.7m and a PBT of £1 23K compared
with last years loss of £246K. Task Force is 100% owned
by Adia SA of Switzerland.
Still no news of a buyer at VNG. All our investigations are

greeted with a "no camment"...which always increases

our suspicions!
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Excellent start forAthesa
BULL Information Systems in the UK announced
revenues up 16% at £124m for the first half of 1994.
Hardware sales and associated maintenance suffered
declines but it was software and services, where revenues
increased by 41%, that was the real star. BULL looks set
to have ☜pure☝ SCSI revenues up a third at £60m in 1994.
Although not a major contributor in the first half, Athesa,
BULL's new FM operation under MD Brian Gunn, has had
a sparkling debut. Six FM contracts have been signed in

as many months, with combined contract value of £40m,

with the likes of Brighton Council and Eastern Electricity.
Athesa is set for revenues of £5m in 1994 with estimates

as high as £20m in 1995.

September 1994
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Froth stocks or

serious stuff?
You could regard
Division in a number of
different ways:
- as one of the UK☂s
most innovative new lT
companies. Leading
the way in the virtual

reality software to
such an extent that
they claim to have
delivered the ☜largest
commercial virtual reality
system in the world" to
Matsushita in Japan.

- as a serious VR player. Division is not all

about games. It applies VFl to drug design
(Glaxo) or to lighting schemes (Thom-EMI).
- as a company with a most exciting future. This
month they have secured a strategic alliance with HP to
sell/adopt Divisions VR software on their workstations.
- as one of the best performers of any of the 1993/94 crop
of new issues. Launched in May 93 at 40p, the shares
ended this month up 5% at 130p - that's a 225% increase
since the float!
- as one of the best future performers. ☜Albert E Sharp is
expecting losses of £1.25m for full year 1994, breakeven
for 1995 on revenues of £10m and profit thereafter on
revenues continuing to double each year☝. Source - Investors
Chronicle - 19th Aug. 94.

- as one of the many new issue froth stocks. Latest results
for the six months to 30th Apr. show revenues more than
doubled at 522.1 m but losses of £892K (just £10K last time).
To help you in your apoplexy, Division has a capitalisation

 

of £44m!
In the generally boring world of corporate 11', Division is a
beacon of light...and they are British! We feel obliged to
offer Iann Barron and his team our best wishes. As the
Investors Chronicle says "Despite the risks, the potential
still excites☝.
...0xtord Molecular buys in US
Oxford Molecular develops design software for the
pharmaceutical industry. It was one of the most recent
oats in Apr. 94 at 80p valuing the company at £29.5m
even though aloss of £1 .2m was recorded on revenues of
just £1.4m in 1993.
Latest results for the six months to 30th June 94 show
reVenues up 84% at £1.1m "reflecting a strong

performance in Europe but disappointing results in the U "
but losses deepened from £490K to £930K "due to
signi cant investment in personnelandproducts to develop

the business". The Loss per Share was cut from 4,4p to
3.5p.
At the same time, the company announced the acquisition
of IntelllGenetlcs 'a leading US supplier and developer
of bioinformatics software, databases and related
management systems☝tor £5.2m - $625K in cash, £850K
in loan notes and 6.5m shares to the vendor Amoco Tech.
(AT0) thereby giving it 15% of the enlarged group.
lntelIiGenetics lost $2.7m on revenues of $5.1m in 1993.

The acquisition is clearly significant relative to Oxford and
the shares were suspended pending shareholder approval
of the deal. The share price had already fallen from the
issue price of 80p to 64p.
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    compensation. Geri Jame . V. , I . . ,.
was *chance wed/d be a'tine'thing☂i' " " ' ☂

in fact, when the deal 'was☁annou' '
Powersoft had paid Admiral£2.1rnfj _
icint venture with an option to purchasethe remaining.
49% in two annual trenches to June☂% based 0 ☁
for an amount not exceeding £14m. '
"The business being transferred to. the I
an, estimated turnover of£2.4m endoper' . V I
£536K in the year to 315! Dec. 93". _l._e. iszparto the.
business represented 12% ofAdmiral☂s OP in 1993.~12% '
of Admirals £73.5m capitalisation: £3.8rn. -. s »

 

  

 

  

 

    

Although the compensation looks fair, it demonstrates
again the serious risks involved in basing any; busin -
enterprise on products which you do not .fully co☁ntrolfMany
companies (PC dealers are☂an example) have no choice
but, as a consequence, have to accept the lowerc'or'po' e}

f

  

 

valuations that such risks involve.
Powersoft ☁ V V , I
Power☁sott is a salutary example of the ratings given to
software companies in the US. in the year to☁ 31 st Dec. '
93. Powersoft reported revenues of $57,401] and PET of
Stem. Current forecasts are that revenues will double to
$114m and'PBT will rise to $23m in 1994.
This kind of performance seems to juStify a market
capitalisation of $660m equivalent to an historic PIE of 88
and a prespective PIE of 48 for FY94. (Source 7 Donaldson, '

LLulidn & Jennette). ' ' J

Omnimedia floats
If some of the recent full listings were froth. then we are
not quite sure of the adjective used to describe
Omnimedia plc which floated under Rule 4.2 on the
unlisted market. The 15 people at Omnimedia. which has
had links with Apple dealer Callhaven in the past, authors
CD♥ROMs for training and promotional purposes and
includes THORN-EMI and Sony amongst its customers.
The float of 16.4% of the equity, at 36p raised £720K and
values Omnimedia at £4.4m.    

"Outwitted and out runby a y

herd ofpanic stricken bears"
On 14th August, the MIDAS
feature in the Mail on Sunday tipped
☜software bargain" Mlcro Focus very
strongly. Expecting £9.5m interim profits
to be unveiled he wrote "on Tuesday-I
will have another chance to see if I can
outwitandoutrun a herd olpanic-stricken

bulls". On Monday 15th Aug., the shares
rose by 40p to 1065p.
As it turned out. PBT for the six months to 31st July 94

was much lower than expected at 27m - down 40% - on
revenues up amarginal 5% at £42.9m. Cash balances
although still high at £54m were nevertheless £3.5m lower
than at the beginning of the period. EPS also fell 39% You
may remember that it was only three months ago that
Chain☁nan Paul O☂Grady was reporting 'an encouraging
start"with Oi profits up 25% on revenues up 22%. O☂Grady

says "historical/y we experience a strong nish to the half

which did not material/5e to the same extent as in prior
years☝. The usual story of ☜a planned 23% increase in
costs", which did materialise, coupled with planned sales.
which didn't, resulted in a mega profits shortfall. As far as
we are aware O☂Grady issued no hint of a warning to douse
the expectations. Warburg☁s had not altered their £21.8m
PBT forecast for the year and Hoare Govett had recently
put out a £25.7m prediction. As a consequence of these

results, some analysts are expecting PBT of no more than
£13m for the full year.
And please allow us to repeat another warning. Micro
Focus capitalises its mm. It now has Software Product
Assets of £21.3m. The excess ol new capitalisation over
amortisation was £2.5m in the half. In other words the
profits would have beenjust £4.5m if they had not
continued the practice that we have long campaigned 10
be outlawed.

The shortfall at Micro Focus is due to a faster than they

expected migration of COBOL development towards client/

sewer systems which are predominately C++ oriented. In
part, Micro Focus is trying to keep back the tide by arguing

that "anythingyou can do in C++you can do in Micro Focus☂

Object COBOL". But they also have a range of

developments addressing program development in the
newer areas. ☜The Micro Focus management team is a
seasonedgroup ofpeople who have been through periods
of transition before and regenerated sustained growt "

says O'Grady. Fine - but the last time it happened (in 1986)
Micro Focus slipped to a £2.79m loss before the recovery
commenced.
So what happened to the panIc-strlcken bulls? At 7.45
am on Tuesday 16th Aug. the London Stock Exchange
duly issued the figures to a stunned UK - which immediately

wrote the stock down 120p. The problem was that the
release was embargoed until 12.45 pm or 7.45 am East
Coast time. US investors really don't like this kind of
treatment. US holdings in Micro Focus had already fallen
from a peak of 40% to around 15%. US ownership is
probably now even lower, as when NASDAQ opened. the
shares fell still further to and Black Tuesday a massive
195p lower at 870p. Micro Focus ended the month 11%

lower on 868p.

We faxed our views on Micro Focus to MIDAS. The
following Sunday there was not a hint of an apology; rather

a further tip that the shares will soon ☜recover sharple
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Training buys..
Parity (née Contac) has acquired Glass Ltd. for £500K
(cash, loan notes and shares). In the year to SOth June
94, Class had made PBT of £90K on revenues of £732K.

Software AG UK has acquired Computer Applied
Technology Ltd. for ☜in excess of Elm". CAT, which
develops CBT courseware, had staff of just 10.

CRT Group, which has extensiVe IT training operations,
has bought Systems Resources for £6 35m (see p2)

9 mp0 ,

    

' be ' u

Cray buys SAM Systems
Many System Housei'M subscribers know Bill Seddon and
Denis Moody of Manchester-based SAM Systems. This
month Cray Electronics has acquired SAM for 俉2.7m in
shares. SAM which develops and markets a range of UNIX
based products for the building, food distribution,
furnishing and brewery industries made a PBT of £235K
on revenues of £2.77m in the year to 31 st Dec. 93.
Readers will also know of our long association with, and

indeed high regard for, SAM and Bill & Denis in particular.
Last month we described R&N's Mike Warburg as a

☜properperson☝. He ☁phoned to ask what we meant! Mike,
the best definition we can give is that Bill and Denis are
☜proper people" too - as close to a personal accolade as
a System House "Boring" award!

Like all good deals, all parties benefit. Cray gets a super
product set at the very start of the realisation of its potential.
SAM employees and customers get a first rate parent and
Bill and Denis get a fair price for their 21 years of effort.
We sincerely wish them all well.

P&P rights success
P&P had a 93.9% take up for its rights issue to finance
the purchase of QA Training covered last month. This
was not surprising as the P&P shares were trading at 72p
on the day the 60p rights issue closed.

Sage buys again
Last month, Sage Group bought UK financial accounting
developer, Multisoft for "up to £6.5m☝. Hardly was the ink
dry on that deal than Sage buys again. This month the

target was US Timeslips Corp. "a leading supplier of
Windows-based PC software for time billing and

management reporting systems whose principal users are
lawyers and accountants". Consideration was an initial
$5.1m (£3.3m) cash plus an additional $7m (£4.55m)
over the next two years depending on ☜incremental sales".
"In the year to 315t Dec. 93 Times/ips broke even on a
turnover of$5.4m. The business is currently profitable
with sales expected to exceed $7m in 1994☝.
This looks like another well judged and fairly priced
acquisition for the canny Sage Group.

all/180, at CADCe☁ntre . 1. _ ,
☂ anager☂s at CAD'softw'are' developer, CADCentre, have

☂ bought 60.1%9 V é☂quity fora ☜sum in excess of27m☝.
In the ye☁ar't 31st Mar'sad, CADCentre had revenues of

. £11m 30% from overseas - and PET of 21 .Sm.
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The others... Mentor Marketing Services, the UK
distributor for Generic Systems Inc. products, has gone
into liquidation. PCL Group has acquired data prep.
bureau CU Data Ltd. of Glasgow. CU has revenues of
21m. System Software Associates Inc. has taken a
minority stake in Acclaim Group Ltd. Acclaim specialises
in the use of SSA☂s products in high volume components
industries. Churchill Insurance has ☜spun-out" its IT
development team as Churchill Technology Ltd. Anglia
& Oxford Reg. Health Authority has put its 260 person
IT operation up for sale - although an FM deal is the most
likely option. Computer Sciences (080) is said to have
quietly acquired ESm revenue CAM software provider
BAeCAM as part of the recently awarded mega
outsourcing contract. Harris Adacom Ltd. - the
networking specialist - has undertaken an M80 from its
Israeli owners. The new company will be called HAL and
has 26m revenues and 24 staff. Source - Computergr'am - 19th
Aug. 94. The Fr (10th Aug. 94) reported that Kalamazoo
"is on the verge ofspending up to £20m on the acquisition
of a software company. Microvitec has sold its remaining
20% in Logitek to its directors. US Interface Systems
has acquired UK Mekom Computer Products - a
distributor with revenues of £1 Om. Wakebourne has
acquired Tetra reseller Computer Answers Europe for
£1 72K cash.

"PegasUS-☁swo☂ops lower again _ _ _ I V
The Pegasus story surely. must be heading for its final
.chepte'r☂?☂ Jusjt'lik'e'the winged horse in Greek mythology,
this-Peg susifell toearth but then managed to take off
"a ' ' eerns earthbound again." » ' I

yea ag☁ V Pegasus sold its profit rnaking'Stockforms
subside to S☂Deluxe. This 'upped their cashbalances
"to over 29m ut left☂them totally dependent on selling
their aeoounting' software products. »
Results for the six months to 30th June 94 show revenues
fromcontinuing operationsdo☁w☂n'35%'at £2.28m on which
☁operaling losses ofr£136K 'were recorded compared with
pro ts of £350l< tast'tirne. However, because of net interest
of £204Kon the-remaining £8.5m Cash, a PBT of £68K
(comparedwtth'tt'LOZm last time) was recorded. EPS

dived fromSJp-tio 01p. . '
.Pegasusfsa'y that the results last time were due to ☜the
lone-off effect of the launch ofthe V6 upgrade of Pegasus
"Sonia/☂7. You may remember that we criticised Pegasus
long and hard for not generating more revenue from sales
to existing clients - one of the disadvantages of relying
excitisively on a reseller chain. This time ☜in line with
management☂s strategy to develop recurrent revenue
opportunities, annual licence fees were successfully
implemented across the product range".
We have often suggested that Pegasus Would be a bid
target. We are now not so sure. With net assets of £6m
(including all that cash), the software product☁s business
is currently valued at c£5m. This is 21m more than the
£31m sage paid last month for rival Multisoft which had
kWarranted PBT of £500K for the Same period.
Safety in the Chunnel #2 for CSE
Specialist IT consultancy, Centre for Software
Engineering, topped ourprofit margin lists in 1993 at 50%.
CSE has recently been awarded a second contract to test
the software in the Channel Tunnel - the first contract was
worth £4.5m. It looks as if CSE could well retain what it
considers as an embarrassing #1 position.
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Kode nose dive
Last month Coda☂s share price halved - this month it was

the turn of Kode, whose share price dropped from 78p to

a low of 38p in the month. before recovering to end down

38% at 48p.
Although we fully supported Kode's move to diversify from

its PCB base into computer services, it couldn't have

chosen a worse sector at a worse time. In July 92 they

acquired TPM DCM from Hillsdown for £3.2m cash (the

funds raised at the time in a 100p per share rights issue).

We have long warned of the terminal decline in hardware
maintenance but CEO Stephen Day assured us of his

☜continued success in non-maintenance activities such

as FM and network management☝. System House Sept. 93.

But although a profits warning in Jan. 94 had heralded
disappointing full year results, there was no prior warning

of the interim losses announced this month. In the six

months to 1st July 1994, a loss before tax of £515K (PBT

£710K last time) was reported on static revenues of

£12.26m. The computing services activities reduced
revenues by 31% to £3.2m and made losses of £881 K.

"A sudden fall in prices...in the 2nd half of 1993☝ was
blamed. The loss was struck after "reorganisation costs

of £150K and stock provisions of £200K". Philip Watson ☜
has been appointed MD ♥ the previous MD Joel Jervis
had resigned in Jan. 94. Howaver, the PCB activities

increased revenues by 19% to £9m but reported profits
down 38% at £366K.

Day ☜remains cautious overprospects in the short term☝.

That is a minor improvement - he was very cautious six
months ago. The Investors Chronicle (28th Aug. 94) was
even more sceptical - suggesting that the current bad news
is "likely to be only the start of Kode☂s problems".
Footnote. ICL & Bell Atlantic☂s Sorbus had been one of
the best pertorming TPMs. They are now feeling the pain

, . _ V I too. This month they wrote to all their suppliers saying

Brokers 86 Warburg still'estirnate☁uJ'S'm ' _ n that ☜prices and margins have fallen to scarcely

The Investors Chronicle (26thAu☂gj94) déscribed [hisas' sustainable levels☝ with ☜20%-30% price erosion☝ on the
' renewal of customer contracts. They asked suppliers to

increase discounts with immediate effect.

          

  

 

  

 

  

 

   

  

   

 

  

                 

   

 

    

  

  

  

   

  

pro ts warning andAzlans ,
to17Bp..One ofth ' ' ' "sonsforthEs'Was Madge sd '
earlier this yeart sell its networktng'proddcts
the UK._FiIling the gap left by such a pre gious
has proved difficult. , z ☁

  

,clearlyraises douots abbtlt the qua tyofAzlanfs' earnings"
.The lC☁s'prediotion that; "Azlan's sharesrnay have'iurth'
rarer/r wasself fulfilling ____i_th a 109' dro to 79 the
Kmornenfthe paperth the'streets. 3 ' " ☁ ,

W 5 Atkins to float?
MCAmember, W S Atklns is one of UK☁s largest consulting
engineers specialising in planning, transport, architecture
etc. We have never considered them as a SCSI company
- except that they use IT extensively in their consulting
activities and their IT services activities have been one of
the fastest growing divisions in the group. They have been

particularly successful in acquiring local authority activities
and staff on the back of market testing initiatives.

But this month two WS Atkins news items caught our
attention.

- they purchased Wootton Jeffreys Consultants for about
£300K or 23rd the price the MEG team paid to Headland

in Feb. 90 ♥ just before Headland☂s collapse.

- W S Atkins has appointed Schroders to advise them on
a float in the next two years.

W S Atkins is majority owned by its employees. They

increased revenues by 31% to £154m with PBT up 62% v ' v t .- . , u . -~ '

at £1 3.6m in the year to 31 st Mar. 94. These results conlirrn

our increasing enthusiasm for specialist consultancies. \_ MMD dosed the month down 14% 0-57
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More wild movements
Although the CSI Index was up almost 5%, marginally below
the rise in the FTSE100. this - as always - covered some
major fluctuations.
Vlrtuallty was launched at 170p in Sept. 93, peaked at an
incredible 361 p and then tell all the way back to end July on
134p. This month they have shot up again - by 56% to 209p
- on news of a joint venture with IBM. Parity was up another
39% on superb maiden results (p10). That means a mere
eight/old increase since the Swinstead invasion. Standard
Plattorms (+33%), Cllnlcal Computing (+23%) and
Sherwood (+20%) all benefited lrorn recovery hopes after
their recent mega falls.
At the other end 01 the scale, Micro Focus fell 11% (they
had been down nearly 20% at one point) on disappointing
interims (p4). MAID☂s interims (p8) failed to impress both us
and the market (down 14%) CRT fell 15% on the urchase

of Systems Resources (p2). Azlan fell another 16% (that☂s
33% down since the float) on a sell recommendation from

the Investors Chronicle (p8). Poor old Kode got the wooden
spoon (down 38%) on the surprise interim losses (p8).

CSI Index
FTSE 100
FTSE SmallCas .

  

Month (31/7/94 - 31/8/94)

From 15111 Apr 89

From 1stJan 90
From 15! Jan 91
From 1stJan 92
From 1st Jan 93
From 1st Jan 94

+63.48°/e
+77.68%

+130.94%
+56.46%
+2.59%

+58.32%
+37.65%
160.50%
+30.41°/o

+3759

   

  

        

Share price Share prlco Capitallsatlcn Capltalleetlori

Share Prieo oapn-iisaiiun Historic Ratio 051 Index as movo % mm move (Em) mow (cm)
51/8/1W41Ep) 31/5/1094 (Em) FIE CIPJHDV. 31/8/94 since 51/7/94 1111094 slnco 31/7/94 I'l 1W4

ACT £1.25 £231.901n 11.7 0.93 1954.19 4.17% 42.50% 25.50111 -£31.50111
Adrnirai £6.45 £73.501n 19.9 2.01 4573.91 5.22% 32.09% £4.001n £21 .10111
Azlan £1.75 £39.9orn 14.4 0.53 773.91 46.43% 42.53% -£7.60m -£19.00m
Ceplta £1.74 £93,601☜ 22.2 1.57 5225.23 -2.79% -26.89% £5.501n -£19.20m
Cedardala £0.99 £30.30m 15.7 4.05 542.86 -5.71% -5.71% ♥£0.60m -£1.86m

caniregold £0.97 £39.00m 14.6 0.57 775.00 -5.53% 40.12% -£2.401n -£26.2orn
Cllnlcal Computlnq £0.90 £14.60n1 14.4 5.55 725.51 23.25% -27.42% £2.80m -£5.50m
Coda £0.97 £25.40m 10.1 1.08 412.77 3.19% >58.72% £0.70m -£36.25m

Conputertsod Financial £1.24 £5.83"! n/a 1.75 1377.78 18.10% 87.78% £0.90m £1.60m

00090151 People 21.53 226.401☜ 41.7 0.38 753.09 5.17% 69.44% £2.30m £11.40m

Cray Emonbs £1.92 £425.90m 22.3 1.57 1122.51 6.08% 19.25% £22.60m £71.10!☜

CRT £0.59 £58.50m Loss 1.24 058.89 -1 5.24% -9.18% £2.30m £6.40m

DRS Dan A Research £0.95 £34.90m 23.4 3.01 590.91 .5.77% 40.51% -£2.50m -£4.3orn
Dcs Group £0.71 £6.72111 24.3 1.21 1153.33 0.00% 15.33% £0.00rn £25211.
Dtvlslon Group £1.30 £43.90m Loss 21.11 3250.00 4.54% 60.49% £1 .30111 £16.501n
EIedronlc Data Processing £1.59 £41 .4001 14.5 2.59 4937.72 14.49% -20.20% £5.40m -£1o.2om
Enterprise £0.10 £7.74rn Loss 0.13 50.00 11.11% ~65.25% £0.77m -£17.96m
Gresham Toiecompuiing £0.51 £16.70n1 45.5 2.57 545.39 556% 54.05% .i:1.001n -£15.5orn
INSTEM £1.65 27.45111 10.5 0.35 1650.00 5.10% 22.22% £0.32m £1 .02111
JBA Holdtngl 俉1.55 £51.20m 15.8 0.69 968.75 53.73% -3.18% ~£1.90m £1.60":

Kalamazoo £1.41 £51701☜ 13.8 0.88 4028.57 6.02% 41.00% £8.10m £15.60m

anlll £2.53 231.901☜ 11.4 1.00 1039.53 -6.07% 18.47% ~£2.10m £5.40m

Kode iniam-iionni £0.43 £4.521n 5.9 0.15 223.26 39.45% 40.00% -E2.82m -i:10.35m
Loarmonth 4 Burchett £1.00 £21.5orn Loss 0.53 533.33 9.59% 41.03% £4.50m >24.20m
[.0qu £2.94 £181.70m 33.9 0.54 505.45 2.08% 7.69% £3.70m £13.80m

Lynx Holdlnos £0.51 921.4011. 15.3 1.95 1275.00 4.05% 15.91% mac-n £4.5orn
MAID £0.70 £56.90m 101.4 9.95 535.36 43.55% 36.35% -£B.00m -£32.20m
W15 £2.15 2216.001☜ 15.1 1.45 530.77 -D.46% 46.92% >23.00m -俉44.00m

MR Dnia Manamm £1.34 £74.40". 14.9 1.52 531.75 529% 44.63% -£5.001n -£39.201n
Macro 4 £5.50 £125.40". 16.5 5.39 2217.74 090% 45.55% 421.5011: <£28.60m
Micro Fouls 55.65 2125.007" 10.5 1.49 4193.24 911.43% 43.20% -£10.40m -£17.00m

Mlcwoen £1.30 25120111 13.0 0.95 555.56 0.75% 42.15% £0.401n -£7.10m
Microvltec £0.42 226.5011. 20.5 0.75 1024.39 3.70% 29.23% 21.00111 £5.601n
Mlsyu £4.34 £205.3om 13.6 2.20 1079.60 291% 44.05% -£5.10m £9.40m
MMT £1.79 1:20.101" 15.9 2.55 1065.45 1.70% 25.17% £0.30m £4.50m
Oil-Demand £1.14 £58.10m Loss 3.06 1461.54 14.00% 0.68% £7.10m £0.50m

Oxtord Molewlar £0.64 £23.50m Loss 1 6.74 900.00 14.29% 20.00% £2.50111 -£5.901n
PAP £0.72 £56.30m 17.0 0.26 322.87 4.57% 12.50% £12.40"! £20.80!"

Pam)☜ £1.43 £52.40m 57.1 2.65 7944.41 35.53% 30.00% £14.70!☜ £12.20"!

P5955115 £1.78 £11.10m 19.4 1.49 455.01 1.71% 46.52% 20.20111 -£3.oom
Persona £1 .65 220.301" 15.0 0.89 1050.00 1.82% 5.00% £0.40m £1.00!☜

Phonellnk £2.70 £85.80m Lass 77.20 1741.94 41.74% -25.82% E1 .1Dm -£33.40m

Proteus £1.93 £60.00m L085 Illa 2297.62 2.66% ~54.16% £1.50m <£55.40m

ouam)☂ 50M☜. 23.88 £33.30m 55.2 2.48 1007.89 0.00% -5.43% £0.00m £1.80m

Radius £0.39 £10.50111 Loss 0.47 252.61 5.33% 39.29% £1.07rn £3.25m
Hui Time Contml £1.65 £11.5orn 1 2.4 1.36 3357.35 13.79% 1 25.03% £1 .73111 £6.49m
Flolto A Nolan £1.95 223.com 90.3 1.56 2321.43 12.07% 32.20% 22.50111 £5.90m
Sane Gmup £5.54 £122.10m 15.7 2.56 4492.31 1.92% 14.51% £2.3orn 217.com
Sanderson £0.54 £32.401r1 9.9 1.37 1429.79 -6.67% 5.00% -£2.301n £3.90m
5"☜- 0☂01», £4.23 £991 .301n 25.5 0.75 1330.19 1.44% 35.45% £1 1.10m £109.201n
Shomood £1.25 £7.62m Loss 0.32 1041.57 20.19% 13.54% £1.20m 20.91111
Spam Consulting £1.05 213.1001 41.4 2.69 1 105.25 4.55% 10.53% -£o.70m £1.20111
Stu-dam Pia-10111111 £0.15 £2.5arn Loss 0.01 71.11 93.33% 50.00% £0.72m £1 .551n
Superscapa £2.22 £1 1 .5orn Loss 15.35 1121.21 -2.20% 12.12% -£0.20rn 21.30111
""1 £0.25 £2.50m 29.0 1.20 471.70 0.00% 4.17% 20.00111 £0.10m
7'☜ £0.41 25.7301 24.4 0.32 325.00 7.59% 7.59% £0.42m £0.34m
UMPB'M £1.15 £23.50m 130.3 2.19 1 160.00 333% 16.00% -£0.50m £3.26m
Vega Group £2.33 £32.90m 23.5 3.39 1009.54 5.55% 5.30% 22.10111 22.00111
Virtually £2.09 £54.60"! Loss 10.11 1229.41 55.97% -36.86% £18.80m 4:31.901"

Vlstec £0.23 £25.30m 12.5 0.63 1000.00 -6.12% -4.17% -£1.70m -El.00m

Wekehoume £0.80 £16.70!☜ Loss 0.72 444.44 -4.76% 33.33% >21.10m £4.20m        Note: CSI Index sat at 1000 on 15th April 1989. Any new entrants to the Stock Exchange are allocated an index of 1000 based on the issue price.
The CSI Index is not weighted; achange in the share price of the largestcompany has the same altect as a similar change forthe smallest company.
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Decllnlng Operatlng Marglns
at Computacenter
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.Qne' 9f the few {that PC. dealersuqcess storiesh ☁been'Spe'cla
accountsforthe yearto315t es 'o
3.5% ai £5;2'm "than they were i
1989 10' just 3.5% m 1994.
marginsét .9351 in PM 60m? . . . . , .
But much ofthedowh turn'w due to the
revenues,ct.£9'.8m.Asreage ' " _ V

Pc World, in. the .UK rm many yea . scepticism.
:But'SQt-iha☁steally done☁vr'athe'r☁lwel [6 its establ
are excluded-wimp PBT would
business, Enhancement VTechnologt
business, all achieved, record sale V I
£2.5m deal with Birmingham City Cou oi
termtservice orientedlcorporate deals 1
mainframe service's'an ☂ paymll☁bureau busr

 

  
 

 

preVibuS'Moyears☂i; " ,

its record in this is☂s☁ec☁ond tame; .ar☁ I ☁_ I V
Rigby clearlybelieve's in the retailjconcept which he sees a an impo
Kapplaud him for having the courage ofvhis'convictions. ' ' '

It was only just over a year ago, in June 1993, that Philip Swmstead bought Into
PAR Comac. The changes since - including the name Parity - have been many. Buying

CSS/☁l☂rident for £18.5m in Oct. 93 was clearly the biggest move with smaller
acquisitions of LBMS Consultancy activities and CLASS (see p7) recently. A successful rights issue and new
management, like the appointment of Paul Davies fromEasams, were also important.
0f lesserlsignificance, perhaps, is that we are happy to admit that we have changed our view of Parity and the lT
contract staff market quite radically in the same period. With Roger Graham☁s involvement at Computer People and

the bullish statement from CRT (see p2) we have no problem in agreeing with Parity's statement that ☜the IT agency

industry is restructuring and agencies are achieving good penetration of the quality end of the IT staff resourcing

market, previously the domain of the established software houses. The ability to meet specific IT skill requirements

quickly andat a lower cost is increasingh/attractive to both business andgovernment☝. But we are sure this statement

is not to the liking of the CEOs from ☜the established system houses☝which constitute the majority of our subscribers!

The first real meaningful results for the new Parity for the six months to 30th June 94 were excellent although

comparisons are not relevant. Revenue was £39m (£5.3m), PBT £2m (£0.06m) and EPS 3.5p (0.6p) with net cash of

£4.8m (£0.7m).
Current trading looks good. Further acquisitions are being considered but ☜we shall continue to demand thatprospects

have both good value and strategic fit".
All this greatly pleased the market which marked the shares up 39% this month to 143p. That's over three times

higher than the 44p on the day before Swinstead's arrival was announced in June 93 and eight times the Jan. 93

_§f/§tem House      
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F.I.GROUP PLC
Revenue andPET Record

Relative to 1986
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{sentiment gedt

Compel to market in September
We had a call this month from perhaps the
most powerful CEO in our industry asking
us ☜Who on earth are Comps/7☝. This
request had been brought about by the
announcement that ☜Computer consultancy
Compel is planning tojoin the market in Sept.
in a flotation exp8cted to value the company
at more than £20m☝. With revenues up 25%
at £54.5m and PET up 241% at £2.1m, and
a claim to be ☜one of the UK☂s leading
systems integrators☝how could our illustrious
reader be unaware of such a large UK SCSI
company?
The reason is, of course, that Compel has in am"...
the past mainly been known as a PC supplier

and maintenance organisation. Setup in the . ""☁☜'☜' . . .. ,. ., ., .. . .. ,. ,. . , . . ,. , s
late 19705, it was bought by US Dataserv in 1986. However, the current Chairman Neville Davis undertook an M80
which valued the company at between £5-8m in 1987. This was backed by Lloyds Development Capital (20%) and
3i (30%) with directors, associates and ☜a third of all employees" holding a controlling 50%.
"Comps/'s principal market is the client/server and networked PC and workstation market☝ where it offers "complete
solutions☝ mainly to blue chip customers. Readers are aware that this is currently one of the fastest growth sectors.
The placing of shares worth c£11m would raise 25m new money and will ☁pmvide apartial exit for the V05".
Valued at £20m, Compel would be placed at a P/E of around 15 ♥ which is very reasonable compared with most recent
floats. Howover, Compel will have to convince inVestors that it deserves a SCSI rating rather than the lower ratings
resellers and distributors attract. It will also have to overcome our increasingly jaundiced views about companies
which boost pro ts massiver in the year prior to float - only to issue profit warnings a few months later.
Further details ♥ Soclété Générale Strauss Tumbull Tel: 071 638 5699.
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cin'g☁accelerating☁ at the No change at Fraser Williams
' . " Liverpool-based Fraser Williams Group Ltd. was

established back in 1969. Its 500+ staff offer a full range

of people -based services, from software products and
implementation -to a wide range of markets and platforms
- to IT consultancy. Tom McCafferty and his fellow
directors/managers own around 75% of the equity with(Si
holding 20%.
Fraser Williams could be considered as encapsulating the
performance of the UK 808 industry in the last decade.
Their peak performance was the £1 .2m PBT on £24.8m
revenues in 1989. Although revenues grew to a peak of
£26.9m in 1990, profits slumped and losses of £376K were
recorded in the year to 31st Mar. 91 during which several
overseas subsidiaries were placed in receivership. But
Fraser Williams reviewed the situation and took the
necessary medicine. Profit centres were reorganised into
divisions with more focused market opportunities and staff

were cut by nearly 300 from the peak of 800 in 1989. Its
loss-making non-core advertising subsidiary, Adtrack, was
sold and the group returned to profits of £202K in 1992.
This month Fraser Williams filed their accounts for the
year to 31 st Mar. 94. On the surface, they show revenue
up 6% at £21.3m and PET up 8.5% at £528K. However, ☁
on continuing businesses revenues were up 13% and PET
was up 86% at £728K ☜after adjusting for exceptional
items☝. Net cash, however, reduced from £609K to £242K

due to a £900K increase in debtors at the year end. Nearly
90% of revenues are earned in the UK with Holland being
the largest overseas market. The pharmaceutical industry
in the US is probably considered as the next opportunity.
In a recent press interview McCafferty said that a float
was ☜at least two years away...the next step is to bring in

adicle on us (enclosed) was another. additional shareholders and to broaden the share
We are now fed up wi☁h comments RICHARD ownership, especially to other employees.☝ Source ~
about m r I. h h 71.7 W it - H OLWAY V MicroSoope 29th June 94. Fraser Williams is getting to be a bit
coincides☜): f atawesaiso with/e: ☁ LIMITED , ofan anachronism. Most of the broadly based ☜marmalade
more complaintsin the last month than spread too thinly" SCSI companies of a similar size have

in the last five years? No errors (ol course) -jst "we would alleady been swallowed up I
ratheryou had☝? said that», perhaps our industry has 90☁ Our money would still be on a trade sale being the mostly
a b51100 used to non_c,mcal repomng' likely exit route for 56 year old McCafferty.
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